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VV--66 PPAANNTTYYHHOOSSEE MMEEDD.. SSUUPP.. SSTTOOCCKKIINNGG

Varicosis stockings are made from transparent lycra knitted in machines
seamlessly and given anatomic shape of foot, ankle, calf, knee and thigh. It stays
flexible. Toes are closed. The stocking, which is sewed in Italian way, has %77
polyamide and %23 spandex fibre and applies 140 den 18-22 mmHg pressure.
It is produced by computer aided  machines as the presure  on the ankle decreases
along the calf. It is thin so that it does not restrict the motion ability. Heel and toe
parts are strenghtened. Biege color, pantyhose, knee length, thigh length models
and 5 sizes according to world standards are available.

VV--77 TTHHIIGGHH MMEEDDIICCAALL SSUUPP.. SSTTOOCCKKIINNGG

Varicosis stockings are made from transparent lycra knitted in machines seamlessly
and given anatomic shape of foot, ankle, calf, knee and thigh. It stays flexible.
Toes are closed. The stocking, which is sewed in Italian way, has %77 polyamide
and %23 spandex fibre and applies 140 den 18-22 mmHg pressure. It is produced
by computer aided  machines as the presure  on the ankle decreases along the calf.
It is thin so that it does not restrict the motion ability. Heel and toe parts are
strenghtened. Biege color, pantyhose, knee length, thigh length models and 5 sizes
according to world standards are available.

VV--77AA TTHHIIGGHH MMEEDDIICCAALL SSUUPP.. SSTTOOCCKKIINNGG WWIITTHH SSIILLIICCOONNEE

Varicosis stockings are made from transparent lycra knitted in machines seamlessly
and given anatomic shape of foot, ankle, calf, knee and thigh. It stays flexible. 
Toes are closed. The stocking, which is sewed in Italian way, has %77 polyamide
and %23 spandex fibre and applies 140 den 18-22 mmHg pressure. It is produced
by computer aided  machines as the presure  on the ankle decreases along the calf.
It is thin so that it does not restrict the motion ability. Heel and toe parts are
strenghtened. Thanks to the silicone on the thigh part, it prevents the stocking
from sliding. Biege color, pantyhose, knee length, thigh length models and
5 sizes according to world standards are available
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VV--88 KKNNEEEE--LLEENNGGTTHH MMEEDD.. SSUUPP.. SSTTOOCCKKIINNGG

Varicosis stockings are made from transparent lycra knitted in machines seamlessly
and given anatomic shape of foot, ankle, calf, knee and thigh. It stays flexible.
Toes are closed. The stocking, which is sewed in Italian way, has %77 polyamide
and %23 spandex fibre and applies 140 den 18-22 mmHg pressure. It is produced
by computer aided  machines as the presure  on the ankle decreases along the calf.
It is thin so that it does not restrict the motion ability. Heel and toe parts are
strenghtened. Biege color, pantyhose, knee length, thigh length models and
5 sizes according to world standards are available.

VV--99 LLIIGGHHTT PPAANNTTYYHHOOSSEE MMEEDD.. SSUUPP.. SSTTOOCCKKIINNGG

Petyhose light model is more transparent and thinner and applies
40 den 8/11 mmHg pressure, includes %84 polyamide,
%16 spandex fibre. 5 sizes are available.

VV--1100 KKNNEEEE--LLEENNGGTTHH ((UUNNIISSEEXX)) MMEEDD.. SSUUPP..

Man knee-length model applies 14/18 mmHg pressure and includes %84
polyamide, %16 spandex fibre. Black, grey and dark-blue colors are available
for men. Produced as 5 sizes.

Healthy Choice for Health
ORSA ORTHOPEDICS COMPANY
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VV--1111 PPAANNTTYYHHOOSSEE MMEEDD.. SSUUPP.. MMAATTEERRNNIITTYY

Maternity model applies 40 den 18/22 mmHg pressure and includes %77
polyamide, %23 spandex fibre. The flexible part on the sacrum can easily
adapt sacrum's shape along the maternity period.

WWhheerree ttoo uussee:: Used after the varicosis operations as a protecter, for varicose
veins and compression. Doctors recommend to use in order to relieve the pains
in the legs, prevents vein problems.
HHooww ttoo uussee:: First, toes are inserted into stocking then stocking is slowly pulled
up to the legs without forcing.
HHooww ttoo wwaasshh:: It is washed in max 30 degree water by compressing slowly
without rubbing. It is rinsed with cold water and squeezed slowly by hand
without curling. Do not use any bleaching liquid or wash-water, do not iron,
and do not give to dry-cleaning.
WWaarrnniinngg:: If you want to use your stocking longer, please pay attention while
putting it on/off. Long nails can damage the stocking.

VV--1122 AANNTTIIEEMMBBOOLLYY LLOONNGG MMEEDD.. SSUUPP.. SSTTOOCCKKIINNGG

Varicosis stocking is made from cotton Elastane string as thigh model. Toes are
opened and applies 18mmHg pressure. It is especially used after the hearth vein
surgery. White color thigh model and 5 sizes according to world
standards are available.

VV--1122AA AANNTTIIEEMMBBOOLLYY  SSTTOOCCKKIINNGG WWIITTHH WWAAIISSTT BBAANNDD

18-21 mmHg, with open toe for ispection. Adjustable waist band. It is especially
used after the hearth vein surgery. White color, Right & Left and 5 sizes according
to world standards are available.

Healthy Choice for Health
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VV--1133 228800 DDEENN KKNNEEEE--LLEENNGGTTHH MMEEDD.. SSUUPP.. SSTTOOCCKKIINNGG

Varicosis stockings are made from transparent lycra knitted in machines seamlessly
and given anatomic shape of foot, ankle, calf, knee and thigh. It stays flexible.
Toes are closed. The stocking, which is sewed in Italian way, has %77 polyamide
and %23 spandex fibre and applies 280 den 22-27 mmHg pressure. It is produced
by computer aided machines as the presure on the ankle decreases along the calf.
It is thin so that it does not restrict the motion ability. Heel and toe parts are
strenghtened. Biege color, pantyhose, knee length, thigh length models and
5 sizes according to world standards are available.

VV--1144  228800 DDEENN TTHHIIGGHH MMEEDDIICCAALL SSUUPP.. SSTTOOCCKKIINNGG

Varicosis stockings are made from transparent lycra knitted in machines seamlessly
and given anatomic shape of foot, ankle, calf, knee and thigh. It stays flexible.
Toes are closed. The stocking, which is sewed in Italian way, has %77 polyamide
and %23 spandex fibre and applies 280 den 22-27 mmHg pressure. It is produced
by computer aided  machines as the presure on the ankle decreases along the calf.
It is thin so that it does not restrict the motion ability. Heel and toe parts are
strenghtened. Biege color, pantyhose, knee length, thigh length models and 5 sizes
according to world standards are available.

VV--1155 228800 DDEENN PPAANNTTYYHHOOSSEE MMEEDD.. SSUUPP.. SSTTOOCCKKIINNGG

Varicosis stockings are made from transparent lycra knitted in machines seamlessly
and given anatomic shape of foot, ankle, calf, knee and thigh. It stays flexible.
Toes are closed. The stocking, which is sewed in Italian way, has %77 polyamide
and %23 spandex fibre and applies 280 den 22-27 mmHg pressure. It is produced
by computer aided machines as the presure  on the ankle decreases along the calf.
It is thin so that it does not restrict the motion ability. Heel and toe parts are
strenghtened. Biege color, pantyhose, knee length, thigh length models and
5 sizes according to world standards are available.

Healthy Choice for Health
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VV--1177 CCLLAASSSS 33 PPAANNTTYYHHOOSSEE MMEEDDIICCAALL SSUUPP.. SSTTOOCCKKIINNGG 

Varicosis stockings are made from transparent lycra knitted in machines seamlessly
and given anatomic shape of foot, ankle, calf, knee and thigh. It stays flexible.
Toes are closed. The stocking, which is sewed in Italian way, has %77 polyamide
and %23 spandex fibre and applies Class 3 26-32 mmHg pressure. It is produced
by computer aided  machines as the presure on the ankle decreases along the calf.
It is thin so that it does not restrict the motion ability. Heel and toe parts are
strenghtened. The silicone on the thigh part, it prevents the stocking from sliding.
Biege color, pantyhose, knee length, thigh length models and 5 sizes according to
world standards are available.

VV--1188 CCLLAASSSS 33 TTHHIIGGHH MMEEDDIICCAALL SSUUPP.. SSTTOOCCKKIINNGG 

Varicosis stockings are made from transparent lycra knitted in machines seamlessly
and given anatomic shape of foot, ankle, calf, knee and thigh. It stays flexible.
Toes are closed. The stocking, which is sewed in Italian way, has %77 polyamide
and %23 spandex fibre and applies Class 3 26-32 mmHg pressure. It is produced
by computer aided  machines as the presure on the ankle decreases along the calf.
It is thin so that it does not restrict the motion ability. Heel and toe parts are
strenghtened. The silicone on the thigh part, it prevents the stocking from sliding.
Biege color, pantyhose, knee length, thigh length models and 5 sizes according to
world standards are available.

VV--1166  228800 DDEENN TTHHIIGGHH MMEEDDIICCAALL SSUUPP.. SSTTOOCCKKIINNGG WWIITTHH  SSIILLIICCOONNEE

Varicosis stockings are made from transparent lycra knitted in machines seamlessly
and given anatomic shape of foot, ankle, calf, knee and thigh. It stays flexible.
Toes are closed. The stocking, which is sewed in Italian way, has %77 polyamide
and %23 spandex fibre and applies 280 den 22-27 mmHg pressure. It is produced
by computer aided machines as the presure on the ankle decreases along the calf.
It is thin so that it does not restrict the motion ability. Heel and toe parts are
strenghtened. The silicone on the thigh part, it prevents the stocking from sliding.
Biege color, pantyhose, knee length, thigh length models and 5 sizes according to
world standards are available.

Healthy Choice for Health
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VV--1199 CCLLAASSSS 33 LLEENNGGTTHH MMEEDD.. SSUUPP.. SSTTOOCCKKIINNGG

Varicosis stockings are made from transparent lycra knitted in machines seamlessly
and given anatomic shape of foot, ankle, calf, knee and thigh. It stays flexible.
Toes are closed. The stocking, which is sewed in Italian way, has %77 polyamide
and %23 spandex fibre and applies Class 3 26-32 mmHg pressure. It is produced
by computer aided  machines as the presure on the ankle decreases along the calf.
It is thin so that it does not restrict the motion ability. Heel and toe parts are
strenghtened. The silicone on the thigh part, it prevents the stocking from sliding.
Biege color, pantyhose, knee length, thigh length models and 5 sizes according to
world standards are available.

VV--2200 228800 DDEENN  FFRROONNTT OOPPEENN PPAANNTTYYHHOOSSEE MMEEDD.. SSUUPP.. SSTTOOCCKKIINNGG

Varicosis stocking is made from transparent lycra knitted in machines seamlessly
and given anatomic shape of foot, ankle, calf, knee and thigh. It stays flexible.
Toes are opened. The stocking, which is sewed in Italian way, has %77 polyamide
and %23 spandex fibre and applies 280 den 22-27 mmHg pressure. It is produced
by computer aided machines as the presure on the ankle decreases along the calf.
It is thin so that it does not restrict the motion ability. Heel and toe parts
are strenghtened. Biege color pantyhose model and 5 sizes according to world
standards are available. The toe open and closed models are available.

VV--2211 AARRMM VVAARRIICCOOSSIISS SSTTOOCCKKIINNGG

Knitted from an elastic and soft fabric, the stocking provides usage in all day.
The lenght starts from the wrist and finishes on the shoulder. 5 sizes are available.
It used for oedema treatment.
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